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INTRODUCTION

Investment research has been under attack from
quant and passive for at least thirty years. It’s time
it fought back with innovation. In our view, that
innovation should stem from the newest theories,
and also from practical advances outside of
investment management. We introduce multiple
such innovations in this white paper. They happen
to have originated from the design of an ESGfocused platform. However, the model is not
unique to that investment style. Rather, ESG is an
impetus. The challenge of integrating ESG factors
into investment research looms over the entire
industry. It supplies a reason to step back, and to
question how research should be organized in the
first place.
For decades, the basic models of research have
changed little. The two are “expert analyst” and
“editor analyst”. This paper argues for a third
model: the “smart analyst crowd”. The crux of the
model is the idea that a diverse crowd can beat
experts at solving problems and making decisions.
This idea is not new. It has been around for more
than a decade. Disruption takes time to propagate
through the economy. To do so it combines with
other enabling technologies, as is the case here.
Below, we argue that a crowd of bright, diverse
non-experts can deliver an edge over the two
other models. One thing is key. More often than
not it is overlooked by crowd-based platforms:
crowd wisdom emerges only under the right
conditions. Without them, adverse dynamics can
set in, ones such as group-think, a “race to the
bottom”, and others.

The smart crowd model emerged from our work
and research across a variety of fields: running
agile software teams, designing decentralized
(blockchain-based) organizations and prediction
markets; researching and teaching topics related
to security analysis, behavioral economics and
collective intelligence; using distributed workflow
and content management systems; and evaluating
AI use cases in the venture space.
Beyond the theory and technology, there is a
human element to organizing research. Both of us
have been analysts, managed them, trained them
and consumed their research as PM’s. We have
also mentored and/or taught hundreds of students
aspiring to be analysts. This paper leverages our
insight into the spectrum of research “raw
material": from bright young people to the most
experienced experts.
How does the smart crowd model compare to
quant factor models, long the source of innovation
in investment management? The answer is it
addresses the same basic problem with human
research that quant does: irrational bias, inherent
to humans. We humans were designed (by
evolution) to make decisions in groups. Diverse
groups, in particular, bring to bear multiple
cognitive tools. They can — again, under the right
conditions — oﬀset individual bias and produce
better decision making, especially under
conditions of uncertainty.

We zero in on how a research platform can create
those conditions. The factors that drive success
include crowd selection, self-organization and
signal generation. In other words, it’s the right
people, choosing to do the right research, and in a
way that the most valuable insight gets noticed.
The central organizing force of that system — the
new way of research — is a methodology that
originated in software development. It is called
agile. This same methodology is now ubiquitous in
silicon valley and beyond. Start-ups and large
corporations alike employ it, and its use has
spread beyond the software space. The reason is
simple: agile captures the insight of highly-capable
teams acting quickly and with minimal top-down
coordination.
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INVESTMENT RESEARCH AND ITS DISCONTENTS

To gauge the relevance of the smart crowd, it
helps to place it in the broader evolution of
investment research. In the modern era (roughly
since the 60s), research has sprouted four
significant models:
The expert analyst. At scale, research is almost
universally organized around this model. The
expert knows their company’s fundamentals, and
that of the industry as a whole. They also have
close contacts with senior management.
Additionally, the expert is trained — formally or
informally — in security analysis.
The editor analyst. The role of small analysts-PM
teams is to identify and combine the best ideas
and insight from sell-side expert analysts, as well
as to predict (and even influence) the thinking of
these experts.
The highly-incentivized editor analyst. Awarding
editor analysts a slice of a hedge fund’s
performance fee was an innovation in and of itself.
For one thing, it had the eﬀect of reducing an
analyst’s inherent biases in favor of rational
calculus. It also encouraged the analyst to exploit
others’ irrational biases, especially in shorting
stocks.
The quant analyst. In the case of equities investing
(rather than algorithmic trading or stat-arb), quant
analysts tended to be formally trained in the latest
advances in modern portfolio theory.
There is some overlap between the models,
especially with editor analysts. Sector funds, for
instance, tend to have analysts that do double
duty as experts and editors. Also, in many cases
an editor analyst also incorporates quant factorbased screens, risk metrics and rankings into their
fundamental views.

Over time, those working oﬀ of that core
converged through a process of natural selection.
Successful styles and approaches bred imitation,
and divergent innovators and contrarians folded.
The result is a narrower and narrower set of
strategies that feed on the same picked over
theory. That reduces confidence in future alpha
generation. There are great managers out there.
Convergence tends to blur the diﬀerences
between them. In turn, that blurred vision boosts
the importance of what is clear: performance
numbers. The asset-rich get richer. A “power law”
distribution emerges, with the lower 50%
wandering in an asset desert. Avoiding that fate
becomes an existential imperative. Some funds
turn to closet index-hugging as a natural survival
strategy. In rising markets, they get paid (well) on
beta. That naturally frustrates allocators. Fee
structures come under fire and assets shift
elsewhere.
Convergence is the root cause of a systemic
illness. It drives feedback loops. The stock of
remaining winners homogenizes. Correlations rise.
Reflexivity kicks in. Winners and their imitators
grow and deploy assets, ratcheting up their own
returns, creating more imitators, generating more
returns.
There is no one solution. Change is likely to come
from a combination of investment research and
allocator innovation. Texas Teacher’s proposed 3
and 30 fee structure is one such change on the
allocator side.
What about investment research? We argue that
innovation can hardly arrive without shifting away
from mature organizing models and theories. That
will doubtless involve capturing alternative data
sets, including unstructured data, and mining them
with AI. It will also, we argue, involve crowds.

That quick tour yields a simple message. Existing
research models date back a handful of decades,
and draw on the body of theory: exceptions to
market eﬃciency, modern portfolio theory,
behavioral economics, etc. There have been
advances and refinements, but its core has
remained intact.
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THE STATIC CROWD FREE LUNCH

“

Crowd (n): A large group of people that have gathered together.1

A crowd is, indeed, an assembly of people. This
tells us something about crowd utility, but not
much. It’s a static view, like a photograph. In it, we
see the parts, but we don’t really see any
connections or feedback along them. It’s that
interaction that produces useful collective
behavior. As we will see later, harnessing it is our
main goal as crowd designers. Before we get to
that, though, it helps to start with the photo, and
show how it helps in investment research.
EMH, Behavioralists and the Static View
In that photograph, we see a crowd made up of
individual people, islands. They perceive their
environment independently. They each form their
own judgements about what to do. We explore two
sides to this static view.
One of them generates “crowd utility” free lunch.2
One side is classical economics. It holds the
crowd members are rational, omniscient beings
capable of grasping all available data and running
it through a rational calculus. The eﬃcient markets
hypothesis (EMH) is founded on this “homo
economicus” (HE) assumption. Markets are
“static” crowds of HE’s. Even EMH, though, leaves
some wiggle room for research when accessing
information is assumed to be costly.3 In that case,
it makes sense for more-informed individuals to
have an edge over less-informed ones. This
supports the expert analyst and editor analyst
models we cited above. Research analysts
perform a specific function of discovering costly
information, for which they receive compensation.
So far, no use for any kind of research crowd. That
changes when we relax the EMH assumptions.
The “behavioralist” critique of EMH argues that
humans are not omniscient or rational. Instead,
humans exhibit bounded rationality: they have
limited access to information, and employ
cognitive tool-kits for making decisions aside from

reason (i.e. heuristics).4 Their research evidenced
that bounded rationality has persistent tendencies.
The behavioralists had two big implications for
research: first, quant models could identify and
exploit mis-pricing generated by that persistence.
Second, the value of human (expert and editor
both) research, and therefore active management,
came into question.
Behavioralism also left the door ajar for crowd
utility. Bounded rationality naturally leads to error
in making predictions. If we rely on one expert’s
forecast, we are exposed to their biased heuristics
and/or information blindspots.
The Useful Static Crowd
The good news is crowds can solve that problem.
The solution is based on nothing more than basic
statistics: the law of large numbers. The more
guesses about a given outcome, the more their
forecast errors are likely to cancel each other out.
Wisdom of Crowds author James Surowiecki cites
a classic example.5 A crowd with varying expertise
(including total non-experts) predicts within a
pound the meat that would be obtained from a
large steer. If the experts had been more accurate,
the non-experts, as a group, would have thrown
oﬀ the mean. Instead, adding them made the
prediction more accurate.
One expert is naturally biased. A hundred people
are also naturally biased, but their biases cancel. It
pays to accept the crowd’s guess over the expert’s
(under certain conditions — more on that below).
In the static case, error cancellation is a function of
adding diversity. This is a welcome, even exciting,
dividend of the static crowd free lunch. There are
important reasons why we should foster diversity
in gender, race and ethnicity and class. As an
ESG-focused firm, these are ones we espouse.
The static crowd view tells us that diversity is not
only socially valuable, it is the basis for better
investment prediction.

1 Cambridge Dictionary
2 We refer to it as a free lunch because, for a level of full expenditure on expert opinions, a crowd can do a better job.
It is not meant to imply that crowds are costless, although they may turn out to be.
3 Grossman and Stiglitz, On the Impossibility of Informationally Eﬃcient Markets, The American Economic Review Vol. 70, No. 3
(Jun., 1980), pp 393-408.
4 Herbert A. Simon, The Sciences of the Artificial, MIT Press, 3rd edition (1996).
5 James Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds, Anchor (2005), pp 1-3.
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University of Michigan Professor Scott Page, in his
book The Diﬀerence, lists the components of
cognitive diﬀerences that arrive with diversity.
These include diﬀerences in perspectives;
heuristics, models and others.6 Page acknowledges that there are boundaries to that diversity.
For certain predictions, a minimum level of
knowledge about the subject is necessary for the
guess to have any informational value. A crowd
sourced from a typical urban street will be of little
use in guessing the frequency range used by 5G
mobile networks. However, once the value prop for
5G is explained to them, they may add value to a
guess on the speed of 5G’s adoption compared to
4G.
Promise Unmet
The static view of crowd utility has been around for
more than a decade. In that time the field has
focused on promoting crowd-based prediction
markets as signal generators in financial markets.
Why haven’t prediction markets taken hold?
Static crowd predictions have failed to make
inroads in financial markets for two reasons.
First, financial markets beat them to it. Markets are
crowds in the first place. The price of Tesla stock
has, embedded in it, a large-crowd prediction of
when the company will roll out its first fully
autonomous vehicle. An un-bounded prediction
market crowd will likely yield the same guess as
that implied by financial markets. This is not a
recipe for generating alpha. It’s no surprise that
prediction markets have been most successful in
areas, like election forecasting, that lacked
markets to begin with.
The second reason is more important, as it
uncovers a further opportunity, one that still
exploits the static crowd free lunch. It is what we
refer to as the “Magic 8 Ball” aspect of static
crowd prediction. In the static crowd model, one
asks it a simple question and (after metaphorically
shaking the ball) receives the response. Robin
Hanson, a George Mason University Professor and
prominent prediction markets proponent, oﬀers
one example of a proposed prediction market on
self-replicating nanotechnology:

“

By 2005, there will be a device, made to
atomic specifications, fitting in less than 1
cubic mm, able to run C programs requiring

10MB memory at 1 MIPS, and able to
replicate itself in less than one year from a
bath of molecules, each of which has less
than 100 atoms.7
Will such technology exist? That question is of
some use. Clearly if it appears, the event would be
world-changing. But what about the entire range
of possible outcomes for nanotech and beyond? It
is hard to imagine the full range of future
possibilities. Having a prediction market for all of
them is, for practical reasons (such as liquidity),
untenable. At a given level of uncertainty, asking
the right questions matter more than setting up
markets for answers.
Arguably, the Magic 8 Ball problem is endemic to
investment research. Research tends to collapse
along the same narrow set of questions: whether
earnings will surprise, or user growth will
accelerate. Answering the right question is the job
of experts. Posing the right question, less so.
A static crowd, like a prediction market, is
therefore useful in three circumstances:
1. It is made of diverse and competent
individuals, including non-experts.
2. It predicts something material that is not
already predicted by (implicitly or explicitly) by
the financial markets “crowd”.
3. It is asked the right question(s).
The last item is a good segue into the dynamic
crowd view. Who is supposed to ask the
questions? If drawing up questions is paramount,
then how can the crowd help with that? Getting
that part right can help realize the full potential of
the static crowd free lunch.
Fortunately, crowds are not static. They are not
just assemblies of people standing ready to make
a guess. Crowds are made of connected parts that
exchange feedback. Their internal interaction
produces useful collective behavior that extends
way beyond the Magic 8 Ball. That behavior can
be harnessed to solve a particular type of problem
crucial to investment research: that of search. As
we alluded to above, the more uncertain the
landscape of the future, the more important it is to
head in the right direction to look for answers.
“Heading in the right direction” means posing the
right inquiry.

6 Scott Page, The Diﬀerence, Princeton (2008)
7 Robin Hanson, Market-Based Foresight: A Proposal, Foresight Institute, (Oct 1990).
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SEARCH AND WHY IT MATTERS

Why is search important to investing? One reason
has to do with the limitations of economics, and it
takes us back to EMH and bounded rationality.
What EMH doesn’t know about innovation
Economics (and its oﬀshoot, finance) postulates
that the future is known. Not that we know exactly
what will happen. Instead, economics assumes we
know all the things that can happen — all the socalled “states of the world” — and their
probabilities.
Uncertainty is the state of not knowing one or
both. Economics exiles it in order for its equations
to be workable. That is why it has very little to say
about the actual process of innovation. It is
subsumed under a catch-all residual in
neoclassical models of the economy, an “x” factor.
Since quantitative finance is built on economics, it
suﬀers from the same problem. Its’ purpose is
beating experts at making predictions. At this,
there is plenty of evidence that it excels:

“

More than two hundred studies conducted
over the past seventy years demonstrate
that simple linear regression models
outperform experts in forecasting the
future.8

The future quant factor models forecast is
“certain”, full of known probabilities, which the
models explore with ruthless eﬃciency compared
to humans.
The Flaw in Certainty, and the Role of Search
Experts and models face oﬀ, head to head, in a
battle to predict a certain future. Models win.
Despite the pressure that quant creates on fees,
expert analysts continue to earn compensation
based on — what? Grossman-Stiglitz’s
“impossibility” theorem provides theoretical
support for investment research, as we discussed
before, but why shouldn’t it all be quant? Under

the rubric of classical economics and behavioral
economics, the answer is not clear.
There are many reasons, institutional and
behavioral, that fall outside of the theory. We’ll
leave those aside. We argue human research
persists in part because investors infer, or
consciously believe, that equity returns actually
come from actively plumbing uncertainty.
The information research discovers is not
exogenous, appearing on earth like radiation from
a sun spot flare. Instead, it arises from the nature
of on-going innovation. Innovation entails,
figuratively, searching for and then “pulling” from
the murk some invention, a new way of doing
things9,10. Entrepreneurs and firms combine it with
other inventions, test it, and then either leaving it
aside or carrying it forward into the future. The
economy is a seemingly unstoppable algorithm for
carrying this search out. Technology plays a
central role, and so does our inventiveness in
social organization, coordination and persuasion,
our “non-physical technology”11. It stands to
reason that innovation is also one of the largest, if
not the largest, source of returns to equities. Being
able to explore, track and predict it is not a
curiosity, it is a reason for research to exist.
Sub-prime mortgages were such a “non-physical”
innovation that relied on factor models. They were
a way to organize investors and borrowers in the
riskier parts of the mortgage market (ABS and
CDO’s), which led to a new way of organizing them
in the safe part of the money market (AAA-backed
overnight repo).
We know now how that experiment turned out. As
a result of that searing experience, it’s rather
obvious that factor models are not good at
predicting the result of innovation. They are
unlikely to spot a new set of relationships ahead of
humans.
Markets are the mirror image of innovation. They
are an unstoppable algorithm that searches and
values the innovations that the economy

8 Page, p. 100.
9 Frank Knight was an early theorist of the firm, and argued that firms exist because peering into uncertainty is a capability that cannot
be measured, and therefore contracting it out is impossible. This market incompleteness, in contrast to Coase’s transaction cost
eﬃciency, was to Knight driver of firm formation.
10 Langlois and Cosnel, Frank Knight on Risk, Uncertainty and the Firm, A New Interpretation, Economic Inquiry (1993).
11 Brian Arthur, The Nature of Technology, Simon and Schuster (2009).
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generates. In this search, humans continue to play
the key role. For the time being, AI is not
threatening to replace them12, and may indeed help
humans (especially those organized into smart
crowds) beat factor models.
MIT Professor Andrew Lo likens the market search
process to an evolutionary one13. Investors congeal
around diﬀerent search “species” — strategies
such as value, growth, etc — and compete with
each other to capture returns. They act irrationally,
have agency problems (look after their careers and
firm survival), and this plays into their decision
making. Irrationality is not a barrier to markets
behaving as if they were eﬃcient. That is because
the search process is the best it can be, and not
any better until a new species appears. As in
evolution, variation in search is what helps keep
markets moving towards eﬃciency.
To see why, it helps to think about ants. They are
far from consciousness, much less rationality.
Biologist E.O. Wilson calls them angelic robots, as
they cooperate altruistically without choosing to do
so. Ants perform three functions: breeding, defense
and search. The search part, of course, involves
cooperating to find food.

Ants are decentralized, and despite having a
“queen”, lack any kind of top down control.
Instead, they collectively adopt a search strategy.
Foragers spread out to survey the landscape. They
ask the question, “where is the food”. Crucially,
they are a minority of ants in the colony, and they
expend the most energy. The rest don’t have to.
That is because they ask a diﬀerent question,
“where is the nearest ant pheromone trail leading
to food.” Any individual ant is more likely to find a
trail than they are to find food itself. This increases
the eﬃciency of the search function and yields an
energy surplus for breeding and defense.
Ants are not static predictors, weighing in on where
the food might be. They have no idea of
probabilities when making predictions. They are
certainly not “experts”. To them, the future is
uncertain. Instead, they scramble around, find
food, then communicate feedback to each other,
and as a group adapt to that feedback. This makes
them the best food searchers amongst insects, and
it is the reason why they dominate that world much
as humans dominate the mammalian one.
Ants form smart crowds.

12 At least until AI gets better at unsupervised training with low-frequency, unstructured data sets.
13 Andrew W. Lo, The Adaptive Markets Hypothesis, Journal of Portfolio Management, 2004.
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SMART CROWDS AND SEARCH

At the outset, we laid out why innovation —
variation — is particularly necessary now. Experts
have become homogenized in their thinking and
approach. Andrew Lo’s evolutionary perspective
helps explain why. Over time, the “species” that
generate performance get rewarded, and those
that don’t, fall by the way side. This also applies to
expert analysts. They start to focus in on the same
sets of questions: what will the quarter be like…
when will user growth slow..will the new product
launch meet expectations? On the sell-side, the
investor polls that serve as their “fitness rule”
pressure them to converge along these, as they
are the most popular. As a result, diversity drops.
The experts, at best, arguably deserve less
compensation; and at worst, actually drive the
market away from eﬃciency.
We also showed how diverse static crowds can
provide a free lunch over expert prediction, and
then how search is a critical function of investment
research. All of that leads us to state our central
premises.

“

Smart crowds can beat both experts
(and their editors) and quantitative factor
models at search.
For the sake of variation in search,
they are needed now.

Specifically, we propose to design a crowd whose
collective behavior yields a better human search
function than experts and factor models. By
beating those “species”, a crowd design can, in
theory, do better than the overall market.
The idea behind our smart crowd approach is to
use crowd dynamism in our favor. That is, to
create the combination of structure and feedback
that results in an advance in the human search
function. This is not a Magic 8 Ball, a crowd
standing around waiting for a question to be
asked. Rather, it is a crowd involved in an ongoing, evolving process of exploring the search
landscape. One of our major innovations is that
we make posing questions part of the endogenous
process. In other words, it is a designed collective
behavior of the crowd.
We envision using this model first to explore the
technology landscape within ESG. That is, the

universe of technologies, and the firms that use
them, that will result in positive environmental,
societal and governance change. As we said in the
introduction, the approach isn’t specific to ESG
technology investing. As a new space, it is just an
obvious place to innovate. It helps that technology
is an epicenter for innovation and disruption, and
therefore especially rewards searching through
uncertainty.
Moving from theory to practice requires design,
the process of setting specific conditions for the
smart crowd to outperform. We have identified ten
crowd design principals. They are as follows:
1. Minimum capability. As we noted above, smart
crowd members need not be experts. They do,
however, need the critical thinking skills and
(typically non-expert) creativity needed to see
what is happening and pose questions about
the future. These questions are at the heart of
the search capability. Note that the typical
“highest achiever” approach has yielded a
situation in which only one percent of hedge
fund assets are run by women. Clearly, the
minimum approach should also reflect the next
item on the list…
2. Diversity. Above the minimum capability, the
crowd should be as diverse as possible. It can
include some experts, as long as it is not a
crowd of them. It should include diﬀerent
backgrounds, perspectives and toolkits of
“mental models”.
3. Commitment. Designing incentives is one of
the toughest challenges in investing. Monetary
skin in the game plays a part. We argue,
though, that culture is just as valuable, if not
more. Crucially, success must come from
collective performance of the crowd, and not
from the reputation of its members (as it does
with sell-side research and, increasingly, hedge
fund management). Every part of the design
should reinforce collective behavior that aligns
with a firm’s mandate.
4. Rotation. The crowd Is not permanent.
Permanence leads to agency issues, survival
bias, and, ultimately, uniformity and group
think. Rotating crowd members makes it more
likely that diversity can maximize its potential.
Page 9 of 11
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5. Actionable feedback signal. Ants concentrate
their eﬀorts on search with the help of a clear
feedback signal: pheromones. Similarly, the
crowd should have a common way of signaling
to each other that they have discovered
something important. This opens up a role for
tech-enabled voting or even blockchain-based
prediction markets. Note that the “signal
design” problem is endemic to all of research,
hence the evergreen debate over how to best
label expert analyst recommendations
(“outperform” vs. “buy”).
6. Content “scaffolding”. A rotating crowd has
no memory or sequential improvement. This
can lead to a waste of research signal as each
new crowd begins a new. A content
management system — a tech-enabled
research repository — allows for exploring new
theses on the foundations of the old ones.
Scott Page refers to this as iteration14. It also
allows for memory of the debates themselves,
much the same way as Supreme Court
opinions preserve dissents for the ages. Ideally,
a new crowd member should be able to follow
the debate over a thesis all the way back to its
inception. It should also be able to see how
new questions branched from old ones, and
how questions in across the system relate to
each other in a network. This is all like creating
pheromone paths through the uncertain
landscape, ones that prompt further critical
thinking.
7. A decentralized, fast-cycle, small-team
process. An obvious one is the combination of
agile and design thinking (DT), the process
used by small teams to be accountable for
quickly building new versions of software. It
requires little top-down control, and therefore
the teams are able to set their own direction.
This maximizes the eﬀect of diversity and
multi-directional inquiry. Agile and DT are
ubiquitous in the software space, and they are
spilling over into other management functions
across the economy.

14 Page, p. 157.

8. An (industry) expert network. Where the team
lacks expertise, it should be able to pose
questions to an expert: not an expert analyst
with a reputation to build, but an engineer or
manager from industry. Crucially, the expert is
not there to predict, but to explain the
workings of a technology or industry in a way
that enables the smart crowd to ask questions
and form judgements.
9. Scalability. Decentralized crowds lend
themselves to scale, and scale is useful in
branching questions, and in exploring larger
areas of the uncertain future with rigor. The
decentralized process should have enough
modularity that it can add crowd members
without sacrificing the other elements on the
list.
10. Self-reinforcement. The list is not just a list,
but a set of factors that lead to a desired
behavior, that of self-reinforcing feedback. The
crowd must “pull itself” in the direction of
critical, value added inquiry. Pushing it there
requires more and more top-down control, and
that interferes with the decentralized nature of
crowd search (imagine telling ants, “you head
over to that tree in the north-east quadrant”).
Each component of the design should
contribute to self-reinforcement. The ones that
dampen it, while perhaps necessary, should be
carefully monitored for “blocking”, and
remedial action taken. The job of top-down
management is to tweak the system so that it
stays within reinforcement, and overhaul it
when it fails to get there.
Those are conditions, or “design variables”. We, in
our design, have specifics to go along with each
item in the system. The purpose of this paper,
however, is not to detail our own solution, but to
provide a rationale for smart crowd innovation and
contribute to its evolution.
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CONCLUSION
Today, as it was forty years ago, most investment
research is still organized around analyst experts
and related editor experts. These have been
thoroughly challenged by quantitative factors
models and passive indexing. These active and
passive “species” have now been around long
enough to mature. They all work oﬀ the same
body of theory — EMH — and its behavioralist
critique, and both of those are also quite mature.
As a result, the opportunity for diﬀerentiation in the
ecosystem has fallen, and this has significant
implications for fee levels and even market
eﬃciency. The uniformity of strategies means that
markets may, reflexively, head in a direction that
diverges from optimal pricing.
Fortunately, other disciplines have emerged
alongside economics and finance, including the
study of networks and AI. These supply new
theoretical rationales for research innovation. The
“refresh” they supply makes it possible to again
increase the level of variation in research
strategies. That is arguably a healthy sign for
markets in general.
Our proposed solution is to add smart crowds to
the investment research ecosystem. This
innovation carries two potential advantages. First,
crowds can cancel out the forecast errors of
expert analysts, especially as they become more
uniform over time. Second, a design that enables
and shapes a smart, dynamic crowd can better
explore an uncertain landscape, such as the future
of innovation across industries and technologies.
As with any white paper authors, our aim is not
only to propose but also to invite discussion,
feedback and debate in an eﬀort to improve the
functioning of markets.
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